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Rina Zeret is not prepared to settle down. At least, not with a genetically selected mate. She wants

true love and a happily ever after. Unfortunately, her mother has other ideas and submits Rinaâ€™s

biological materialâ€”the womanâ€™s a hairbrush thief!â€”to the Population Ministry to see if they

can find a genetic match for her. Suddenly Rina is presented with Tave fa Vâ€™yl, Crown Prince of

Ujal, High Warrior of the Ruling Caste and Earthâ€™s greatest ally.Her mother is going to be so

happy.Tave fa Vâ€™yl is the strongest and fiercest warrior on all of Ujal and yet he cannot deny one

tiny femaleâ€”his mother. When he agrees to consider taking a mate this turning, he doesnâ€™t

realize she takes things quite a bit further and finds him a woman. On Earth. Now he is presented

with a woman who doesnâ€™t want him while he cannot think of anything past his wanting of

her.Rina fights their attraction but doesnâ€™t realize Tave fa Vâ€™yl has never lost a battleâ€¦ and

he will not begin with her.Part of the UJAL series:VadosTaveRhalThe Ujal Volume One (Vados,

Tave, Rhal)ErunDashing Through the Stars
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I am always on the hunt for new stories to read. I found this author by accident and I am really glad I



did.I like the story line and the characters. Could it be longer - Yes and I wish. The story is well

written - the world building is well done and doesn't take up half the books like some try to do. I like

the fact that the women are not weak and the men are Alpha.

I read the installments in this series individually through Kindle Unlimited in one sitting and was

disappointed when I reached the end - I wanted more. Tate is a new author to me; her writing is

humorous and pulls the reader along for the ride. My only regret was there was no epilogue. Is

Rhal's story next?

This story has little depth or world-building. It's okay for a quick, easy, mindless read, and while the

plot bits that come through are entertaining, you have to wade through too much sex to get to the

actual story telling. With a little more plot and world-building, and a little less insta-love, this would

have been a better story.Also, unfortunately, the product page currently lists the page count at 289

pages. That's horrendously false advertising. This is a novella with, at a guess, about 70 pages

(1421 kindle locations). Also, the default font when you first open the "book" is HUGE, with an

average of only 50 words on the screen. I had to drop the font 4 sizes in order to get more than one

paragraph on my screen. Really, does anyone fall for this juvenile trick to inflate a page count?

Shame on the publisher. I'm not happy thinking I was getting a bargain at $2.99 for a full novel,

when in reality I got an overpriced novella.On the plus side, the grammar and editing were very

good. I only found one continuity error, one missing word, and one spelling error (it's "clamor" of

voices, not "clamber." To clamber means to climb).

Really enjoyed reading this bundle I was so caught up in the storyline I didn't even realize that I

came to the end of the bundle. So the only negative thing I can say is I wish it was a little bit longer

for it being the complete seriesHope there will be more in this series.

Very enjoyable version of the traditional shifter world. I've read all three of the Ujal books; the third

one (Rhal) is the one I liked the least. Vados was a fun read that outlined the background & built the

'world' & character traits enough to prompt me to read the next ones. The longer story line of Tave

was appreciated - nice plot with some funny scenes. The 3rd story (Rhal) developed in such a way

as to contradict the fundamental Ujal character standards & included too many scenarios that could

only be explained by incredibly stupid or unaware secondary characters - the queen, Rhal's

buddies, etc. I'd definitely read a 4th in the series but if more of the anomalies cropped up, I'd pass



on future ones

You'd almost expect him to have this high an mighty attitude, but Tave is not human an very humble

and respectful gentleman. I received the first book for free and loved it as much as this one. I will be

finishing this series, although my real interest is in the Preor, I don't want to feel lost with some of

the story.

This book and series was written by one of the most unique and imaginative minds in the writing

world!!! I've truly enjoyed reading about this amazing race of people who are compatible with the

human race in this series and I would be remiss if I didn't recommend that you get this particular

series for your own personal reading enjoyment and then you will find yourself curled up in your

favourite chair reading about these amazing people and waiting for the next installmemt with bated

breath for this is how great this series is!!! Happy Reading!!!Lena

deLeonlenadeleon2004.ld@gmail.com

So, where can I find me a Ujal? Protective, possessive, hot, comforting, clueless, hot, did I mention

hot?, where can I sign up? And then to end up the Crown Prince? Nuff said. This is a funny,

frustrating story of two beings coming together thru no effort of their own (think two meddling

mothers) but who once introduced get with the program (after some amusing misadventures) quite

enthusiastically. I definitely recommend this story. Enjoy!ðŸ˜€
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